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Code Representative: Chairs the subcommittee of coaches within code and provides any
feedback to the Games Committee. They ensure representation at County Board meetings
and highlight any issues with fixtures, pitch planning or personnel. They work with the
Secretary, Registrar, Treasurer, Fundraising for code needs.

Coaching Officer: Devises and oversees implementation of coaching plan and player
pathways. This will include the upskilling of existing coaches as well as a body of training
sessions and drills which coaches will be encouraged to use during the season. This person
will also act as a source of advice for coaches in mapping out training loads and will, on
occasion, monitor level of coaching by attending team training sessions when they deem
appropriate or if an issue is flagged to them. Promotes the education and qualification of
all coaches within the club. They will encourage all club coaches to attend appropriate
courses, workshops and seminars and receive coaching qualifications. Tracks coaching
awards on database and any expenses required.

School’s Coordinator: Forges close links with the local primary schools ensuring the club
provides sufficient support through the provision of coaching and games to the pupils.
Create notice boards for each school and keep school up to date on club activities.
Ensures successful running of Schools tournaments.

Player's Rep: Responsible for engagement with our playing members. Seek to get more
players involved in volunteering and coaching roles. Ensures that senior players are in
attendance at u6 or schools training where possible. Collect and pass on feedback from
playing members across all codes.

Roles & Responsibilities

Proposed Games Structure

Coaches' Handbook

KILLEAVY GAC
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Coaching Philosophy

KILLEAVY GAC

We aim to provide a platform to allow all kids reach their
potential. Following the player pathway, players will develop
the skills necessary to achieve. We aim to provide all our
coaches with the necessary tools to
develop themselves & players.

We are at the heart of our community, supporting and
enriching the lives of our members, while fostering a clear
sense of social inclusion.

Our aim is to have a holistic approach to inclusion &
value everyone individually. Participation in the club is
shared equally. Inclusion at all levels is key to Killeavy.
We want members to feel valued. We aim to provide
our players with the opportunities to fulfil their
potential through participation with friends.

All of our coaches are working together to the benefit of all
players and the club, rather than for any individual player or
team. Successful clubs don't let short term thinking get in the
way of long term success.

Participation & Inclusion

Community Engagement

Player Development

Welfare & Wellbeing

Promoting Cohesion

Player welfare & safety of our members is central to Killeavy.
Consistency of care is our focus. We provide the necessary
training courses for people to become coaches to ensure the
wellbeing of our players. We have a designated child safety
officer as well as a health officer who provide the club with the
necessary advice relating to health & safety.

As many as possible for as long as possible



Coaching Values

KILLEAVY GAC

Organised & planned

As many as possible for as long as possible

Inclusive

Communicative

Player knowledge

Respectful

Patient & perserverant

Observant

Motivating

Growth mindset

Competitive



Club is Core - Club is central to nurturing a love and passion for our games and sustaining
communities and lifelong participation
Player Centred - We develop the player and the person 
Quality Coaching Experiences - Our coaches create an enjoyable coaching environment to meet
needs and welfare of the player 
Connection - Our pathway promotes connection through relationship building opportunities,
communication and teamwork. 
Inclusive - Gaelic Games are for All, regardless of abilities, background, beliefs or identities
As Many as Possible for as Long as Possible - Our Pathway prioritises long-term development with a
games programme that supports recruitment, development and retention of players 

The Gaelic Games Player Pathway is designed around a set of principles that align with the core values
of the GAA, the LGFA & Camogie Associations, ensuring opportunities for everyone to experience
Gaelic Games whilst providing the very best, most valid development experiences possible for all of our
players. 
 
The pathway is underpinned by six key principles: 
 

Player Pathway

KILLEAVY GAC

Coaches' Handbook



Respect the rights, dignity and worth of every person.
Treat each person equally regardless of age, gender, ability, ethnic origin, cultural
background or religion.
Be positive during coaching sessions, games and other activities so that underage
players always leave with a sense of achievement and an increased level of self-esteem.
Recognise the development needs and capacity of all underage players, regardless of
their ability, by emphasising participation for all while avoiding excessive training and
competition. Skills development and personal satisfaction should have priority over
competition when working with underage players.
Develop an understanding of relevant coaching methods and ensure that they have the
appropriate level of coaching accreditation.
Do not equate losing with failure and do not develop a preoccupation with medals and
trophies. The level of improvement made by underage players is the best indicator of
effective coaching.

It is important that coaches are able to see the bigger picture of long term success and
membership in the club rather than the short term success of their own team in any given
season.

Coaches should maintain a child centred approach

Coaching Ethos

Coaches' Handbook

KILLEAVY GAC



Never use foul language or provocative language/gestures to a player, opponent or
match official.
Encourage players to respect and accept the judgement of match officials.
Promote Fair Play and the RESPECT campaign.
Do not smoke while working with underage players.
Do not consume alcohol or non prescribed drugs immediately prior to or while
underage players are in your care.
Encourage parents to become involved in your team and Club activities wherever
possible.

Coaches should lead by example

Avoid taking coaching sessions on your own.
Only deliver one to one coaching, if deemed necessary, in a group setting.
Avoid unnecessary physical contact with an underage player and never engage in
inappropriate touching of a player.
Be aware that any necessary contact should be determined by the age and
development of the player and should only take place with the permission and
understanding of the player and in an open environment in the context of developing a
player’s skills and abilities.

Avoid compromising your role as a coach

Coaching Ethos

Coaches' Handbook

KILLEAVY GAC



As a coach, always be punctual and properly attired.
Ensure that all of your players are suitably and safely attired to play their chosen sport
Keep a record of attendance at training and at games by both players and coaches.
Ensure that all dressing rooms and the general areas that are occupied by your players
and other Club personnel, prior to, during or immediately following the completion of
any match are kept clean and are not damaged in any way.
Be accompanied by at least one other adult in underage team dressing rooms.
Set realistic – stretching but achievable – performance goals for your players and team.
Rotate the team captaincy and the method used for selecting teams so that the same
children are not always selected to the exclusion of others.
Keep a record of any injuries and action subsequently taken. Ensure that another
official referee/team mentor is present when a player is being attended to and can
corroborate the relevant details.
Make adequate provision for First Aid services.
Do not encourage or permit players to play while injured.
Be aware of any special medical or dietary requirements of players as indicated on the
medical consent/registration forms or as informed by parents/guardians.
With the expressed permission of parents/guardians be willing to keep necessary and
emergency medication of players in a safe and accessible place for administration in
accordance with the wishes of the parents/guardians.
Do not administer medication or medical aid unless you are willing to do so and have
received the necessary training to administer such aid.
Use mobile phones, if deemed appropriate, only via a group text or email system for
communicating with the parents/guardians of players.
Do not communicate individually by text/Whatsapp with underage players. 
Do not engage in communications with underage players via social network sites.
Encourage parents/guardians to play an active role in organising and assisting various
activities for your teams and your Club.
If it is necessary to transport a child/young person in your car, ensure that they are
seated in a rear seat with seat belts securely fastened.
With the exception of their own child a coach should not transport a child alone, except
in emergency or exceptional circumstances.

Best Practice

Coaching Ethos

Coaches' Handbook

KILLEAVY GAC



Child Protection & Safeguarding

Coaches' Handbook

KILLEAVY GAC

Designated Liaison Person: Maeve O’Neill  
Deputy Liaison Person: Fionnuala O’Neill
Club Children’s Officer: Fiona Owens

Guidance for Dealing and Reporting Allegations or Concerns of Abuse (available on
GAA portal) 
Code of Behaviour (underage) available on GAA portal 
Anti Bullying Policy 
Social Media policy 
Code of conduct for Best Practice.

All coaches must be aware of their responsibilities in relation to the National Governing
Body ( NGB ) Safeguarding statement, recruitment procedures and policies & procedures.
Those involved in any roles within the club must be committed to the safeguarding of our
children & young people and seek to create a safe environment for them to grow and
develop. 

This includes attending safeguarding training appropriate to your role as well as
completing Access NI vetting, both of these within the specified timeframes. 

The Child Safeguarding Statement will be displayed in the main foyer of our Youth Club as
well as changing rooms. This provides an overview of the most relevant information
relating to child safeguarding and the steps to be taken if required. 

The club Safeguarding personnel are; 

If you have any concerns relating to the welfare of a child, or need any information
relating to this aspect of your role please make contact with one of the above who can
advise & support accordingly. 

As part of your coaching role you need to be aware of the following policies that relate to
the safeguarding and welfare of children. 

These policies can be accessed on our club website or can be made available to you on
request. The most relevant of these include; 



Selection of Coaching Teams

COACHES' HANDBOOK

KILLEAVY GAC

Confirm coaching teams where there is only one party seeking the role
Work with the Code Rep to fill any positions that are currently vacant

The underage coach selection subcommittee will be made up of the Chair, Vice Chair,
Games Officer, Player's Rep and one other Executive member.
Where there is only one party seeking the role, the Games Officer will confirm their
position as long as they meet the minimum required standards below.
Where there is no one looking the role, the selection committee will reach out to
people to try to get the team covered and they will appoint who they deem fit.
Where there are multiple people looking to take the role, the subcommittee will hold
an interview process.

Required certifications to apply = Access NI, Safeguarding and Intro to Gaelic Games
Preferred certifications = Level 1 or 2 and other external coaching courses
The club aims to have non-parents in the lead coaching role for all teams from u14-
u18. If no non-parents are qualified and willing to take the role, parents will then be
considered as this will not always be possible
Interviews may be used to decide the most suitable candidate. This is common
practice in other large clubs and should be something we embrace in our pursuit to
provide the best setups for our players.

As of October 1st, all underage coaches are to step down from the position as coach of
that year’s team. Coaches will return all equipment, jerseys and keys. In the case where
the season has lasted longer than October 1st, coaches will be able to continue with their
team until the season ends. In some cases, there may be a team looking to undertake
winter training and will need a coach/manager in place for those sessions. These will be
considered on a case by case basis depending on interest of other members to take the
team also. 

By November 1st, each coach must put their name forward via an online form with
expression of interest for taking a team the following year. This form will keep our
database updated with coaches' certifications also.

Throughout November, the Games Officer will:

Who will decide who takes each team?

How will the lead coach role be decided?

By December 1st, the aim is to have all managers and coaches in place ahead of the club’s
AGM. 



Coaches should always be aware of the demands being placed on our children who
play multiple sports and multiple codes. All teams under 12 are only permitted to
train or play matches on two occasions per week due to pressures on our fields, our
parents and our many dual players. Any requests for an exception must go through
the Code Rep & Games Officer.

Coaches should aim for all players to get meaningful game time throughout the
season and should use league games and challenge games in order to ensure that all
children are getting their fair chance. It is important that coaches remember the
bigger picture rather than getting bogged down in a perceived important game
within the year. Any child in Killeavy can be a future senior star, Chairperson or
coach and should be made to feel valued. Coaches should refrain from continuously
sticking a sub on for 5 minutes at the end of a game as a token gesture and should
ensure all children who are training regularly get a 'start' within the season. For
Championship, coaches are allowed to choose their strongest teams.

For all youth teams in all codes, players of the age group in question should always
get game time priority over a younger player who is playing up, presuming that the
player in question is attending training regularly. For example, an under 11 boy
should not play ahead of an under 13 boy if the under 13 boy has been attending
training. This applies to all teams aged under 16 for league games. Players need to
attend the training of their own age group primarily before being able to play up.
For example, an under 16 girl should not train with the seniors if she is missing her
own under 16 training. 

Coaches cannot change the fixtures that are assigned to them by Armagh if it
conflicts with another code at the same age group. For example, the u15 football
coach is not allowed to change a fixture to clash with the u15 hurling team.
Exceptions may be granted for tournaments outside of Armagh. These need to be
requested through the Code Reps of both codes involved. 

Attendance sheets should be kept by all coaches for each session as best practice
from the GAA. Coaches may ask parents to assist in doing this task.

Training
Load

Killeavy Coaching Policies

Coaches' Handbook

KILLEAVY GAC

Fair game
time

Attendance

Dual Codes

'Playing Up'
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Dual players should be facilitated to attend training session at each code as
appropriate.
In the week prior to a Championship or League play-off game the player(s) will be
available solely to that code for the purposes of training
Prior to a League game players should attend the preceding training session in that
code. No dual player shall be asked or expected to play in a Challenge game 3 days
prior to a League game in the other code
No dual player shall be asked or expected to play in a Challenge Game in the week
prior to Championship or League play-off game
No dual player should be asked or expected to train with the other code in the day
preceding a League game
Work, school, college and exam schedules should be taken into consideration when
agreeing attendance levels at games and training across both codes
Any concern or request to deviate from above guidelines should be raised with the
Code Reps and will be discussed with all parties. Games Committee decision is final.

The application of these rules should be based on a common sense and cooperative
approach. Competition should be with opposing Clubs and not among teams within the
Club. 

Under no circumstance should the player be placed in a position of conflict between
teams. No player should be made to choose a code by any manager. 

Ongoing communication between mentors and the relevant games groups is essential to
ensure the effective management of our dual players and the avoidance of any potential
conflicts. In the first instance, coaches are expected to liaise with each other to ensure
ongoing communication and planning occurs throughout the year to support the effective
management of dual players. In cases where consensus cannot be achieved between
coaches, they should work with the respective Code Reps to discuss and arrive at a
reasonable solution. If, in the unlikely event that a dispute remains, the matter will be
referred to the Games Committee who will make a final decision as appropriate. 

The following should be applied to ensure dual players are not compromised and conflict
situations are avoided: 

Killeavy promotes Football, Ladies Football, Hurling and Camogie on an equal basis. It is
important that the Club operates as one unit where the aims and objectives of different
codes, teams and players are aligned. 

Code Equality

KILLEAVY GAC



Killeavy operates a no pay no play policy.
Coaches cannot play any player who is not
registered as they are not insured.

Each coach must provide a list of players
to the Registration team at the start of the
season so that a team can be created in
Foireann. Coaches are able to print off
their own team sheets using the Foireann
system. 

4Coaches' Handbook

Member Type Cost

Under 6 £20

Under 19 £50

Family £140

Club Killeavy
(U23/Adult)

£120/240

Club Membership

KILLEAVY GAC

Killeavy Membership

NO PAY, NO PLAY
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Pitch Scheduling
PRIORITY

1

Championship
Games

Official fixtures and re-fixtures will take preference over training sessions. If there are any
cancellations/changes to a fixture, please contact the Pitch Planning Committee asap via
killeavygames@gmail.com as other matches/training sessions may have been affected by your
fixture. 

The Pitch Planning Committee needs to be made aware of all fixtures (officials and challenges) as
soon as they become known to the team. Teams should check if there are any amendments to
official schedules weekly during the match season. 

Every effort should be made by the team with a re-fixture to negotiate a time which will cause the
least disruption to the training/playing schedule. All re-fixtures dates need to be agreed by the
Pitch Planning Committee. 

Challenge matches DO NOT take preference over training sessions and should only be arranged for
a time that will least disrupt the training schedule. Any impact on other teams should be agreed in
advance with them directly and emailed to the Pitch Planning Committee. 

Coaches should inform the pitch planning committee when they are not using their slot.

Any temporary changes to the training schedule must be agreed between the team wishing to
change and any other teams that may be affected by the change. The Pitch Planning Committee
should only be informed AFTER the agreement with the approval. The Committee will not
authorise temporary changes without prior agreement by all affected. 

Coaches should only use the field they have been assigned on the day. Coaches should not use
another field even if they see it is free for 20 minutes. This can cause confusion to other coaches
who arrive for their own slots. 

If there are any issues with decisions made by the Pitch Planning Committee, these will be referred
to the Games Officer. 

All requests for pitch scheduling should be directed to killeavygames@gmail.com. Whatsapps, texts
and phone calls are not an accepted method for pitch requests. This is so that a team of people can
work together in one inbox, and you can expect to receive a response within 24-48 hours.

KILLEAVY GAC

PRIORITY
2

League 
Games

PRIORITY
3

Training
Sessions

PRIORITY
4

Challenge
Games

PRIORITY
5

External
Guests

mailto:killeavygames@gmail.com
mailto:killeavygames@gmail.com


Protecting Our Facilities

Facilities & Equipment

Coaches' Handbook

KILLEAVY GAC

Dressing rooms should be swept and rubbish put in the bin after each use. Spot checks
will be taken by the Executive Committee. Teams who are found to be abusing the
dressing rooms will not be permitted to use them. 
Killeavy teams are responsible for ensuring that the away changing rooms are also
cleaned after games. 
Changing rooms should be locked at all times when no one is inside.
Avoid undertaking heavy physical work on pitches and avoid goalmouths where
possible. 
Underage goals should not be dragged, they should be carried. 
The equipment container should be kept tidy at all times. 
Dressing room and pitch lights should always be switched off when not in use. 

Equipment

Equipment should be stored in locked cages in the container beside the Youth Club. Each
team will have access to a key which they must return at the end of the playing year. All
equipment will be counted at the end of each year ahead of any new requests. All new
requests should be made in writing to your Code Rep who will then fill out a purchase
order for approval by the Treasurer and Chairperson. Please request spending as if it is
your own money.

Club Gym

All gym users must be a member of the club for insurance purposes. 
Only Club Killeavy members have access to their own individual gym fob.
Under 18 teams may use the gym only as part of a session that is supervised by a
manager/coach.
Under 16 teams are not permitted to use the gym equipment unless it is carried out
under the direction and supervision of a coach who has experience or qualifications in
Strength & Conditioning. These sessions should focus on bodyweight movements,
banded exercises, dumbbells and our cardio machines. Squat racks or olympic bar
movements will not be permitted for these age groups.
No one under U14.5 is allowed in the gym for any reason. These teams should use the
youth hall for their needs.



Participate in a roster of coaching our underage teams and academy
Once finished playing, take a team for a period of time
Acknowledge the work of those around you who make it possible to play our games
Acknowledge those who support your team
Respect our facilities
Become a referee at younger levels than that which you play
Support other teams in the Club in all codes
Support our fund raising efforts during the year

Ultimately as a sporting organisation our main focus and priority as a Club is the
development of our players and our teams, and ultimately success in competition for our
adult teams. As a Club, we will strive to provide the environment to support these
objectives. 

To that end, our players are central to the activity of our Club and it is important that we
encourage and support our teams as representatives of Killeavy. Over the course of a
player’s career, significant time and effort is spent by many from across the Club to
provide and maintain proper playing facilities, organising the running of our teams and the
administration of our games. 

As members, we are all privileged to be part of our Club and we have a collective
responsibility to support its growth and development through a culture of involvement
and giving back. 

Player participation in our Club needs to extend beyond representing the Club in games or
using the Club's facilities for training. As such our players should consider ways in which
they can contribute to the development of our Club and this culture of involvement.

Player Involvement

Coaches' Handbook

KILLEAVY GAC



Games Finance

Coaches' Handbook

KILLEAVY GAC

The cost associated with the running of our teams is significant and needs to be carefully
managed by all. The cost of running our teams includes the maintenance of our pitches
and dressing room facilities, equipment, lighting, team affiliation fees to the County Board  
and referee fees etc. Fundraising and the control of expenditure are a necessary part of
Club activity.

Team Expenditure 

The purchase of any equipment (training & match related) must be requested through
the relevant Code Rep who must get approval from Club Chairperson or Club
Secretary
The purchase of equipment or team gear will be managed centrally and distributed to
the relevant Code Rep
Under no circumstances should equipment be purchased outside of this process
All equipment purchased remains property of the Club and mentors are required to
take care to manage allocated team equipment
Each section must undertake a stock-take of all equipment at the end of the season,
and ensure all relevant equipment is passed on to the incoming manager
All expenses must be approved and signed off by the Code Rep and Treasurer before
purchase. 
Out-sourced match day Physio for Adult teams will be considered on a case by case
basis. All teams are encouraged to have a trained first aid club member in attendance
at matches.
In exceptional circumstances, all outsourced catering requests must be pre-approved
by Treasurer. Volunteer Catering must be the first option.
Expenses that are incurred without prior approval by the Executive Committee will be
the responsibility of the individual involved
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Games Finance

Coaches' Handbook
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All fundraising events must be approved in advance by Executive, to ensure any
events, including target sponsors/donors are identified
All monies raised on behalf of the Club (and/or team) must be lodged to Club accounts
through the Treasurer
Any expenditure needs to be assessed as reasonable and on its own merits
All Codes, working with the Club's Fundraising Committee, are charged with heading
up a minimum of one fundraiser per year. We would ask that all mentors participate in
the promotion of said fundraiser and more generally engage with and support the
Club's fundraising efforts
Over the course of the year, the Club will run a number of Club-wide fundraising
activities, including general social events in the Clubhouse. Mentors are asked to
encourage parents and, where appropriate, players, to participate in these events
which often have the added benefit of building up engagement between Club
members.

Fundraising is an essential part of Club activity to enable us to meet the running costs of
our teams and infrastructure. All teams are required to proactively participate in Club
fundraising activity.

Fundraising 



Promotional Activities

KILLEAVY GAC

Every child and indeed adult likes to see their efforts acknowledged in print. 
Please send any submissions for the bulletin to pro.killeavystmoninna.armagh@gaa.ie
Each Code Rep/Coaching Officer will be given access to the Facebook page to post on
behalf of teams. Otherwise, send your submission to our Club PRO. 
Submissions should be made to the club website to keep an archive of team activities.

Coaches' Handbook

mailto:pro.killeavystmoninna.armagh@gaa.ie


It was agreed at the 2020 AGM that all Killeavy teams will wear
the exact same jersey going forward across all codes. Over the
coming years, if a team needs a new set of jerseys, they will only
be allowed to get the agreed upon set of jerseys from Masita. 

Team Jerseys

All Killeavy players should wear the Masita shorts and socks
that can be purchased at our Club Shop or online. 
All players need to have a gum shield to participate in games. 
Players should have their own water bottle.

Match Day

Killeavy does not cover the cost or make contributions towards
leisurewear for teams. If you wish to organise leisurewear for your
team, you will need to find a sponsor or have the team pay out of
pocket. The ordering of gear for a team must be pre-approved
and managed centrally through the Merchandise team. Please be
cautious of costs that you are asking families to bear. 

Leisurewear

Team Clothing
It is important that all teams are appropriately togged out in the proper gear.
At all times the image of the club as portrayed by members must be positive.

KILLEAVY GAC

Coaches' Handbook



End of Year Reporting

KILLEAVY GAC

Each team is expected to submit a short end of year report including round up of the
season, average numbers at training, highlights and lowlights etc. A template will be made
available and should be submitted by the end of October for each team. 

Coaches' Handbook



Team Whatsapps

KILLEAVY GAC

All underage teams should only have parents and coaches in the Whatsapp group. 
No children should be in a juvenile team Whatsapp. 
All content should be appropriate and refrain from over posting/spam
The club is evaluating other methods of communication - TBC

Coaches' Handbook



Physio Procedure

KILLEAVY GAC

They are a fully paid up club member
The injury was sustained whilst training/playing for Killeavy
The player has informed the manager asap of the injury

A physio will be available one night per week at the club where a player can book a 15
minute slot. 
Our SimplyBook service will open for bookings at 6pm on Sunday evenings for the
following day. This is so that everyone gets a fair chance of booking after the weekend
games. 
This service is primarily for our five senior teams as they all pay Club Killeavy
membership
If on the day, there are still open slots, juvenile members will be allowed to book slots
All players will need to pay 5 pounds for this session via our online SumUp store

If required, players may go to a physio for a longer typically 40 minute session
The club will contribute 20 pound to each session and the player must pay the rest
All physio receipts must be sent to our secretary within 3 weeks of the appointment in
order for the player to receive any reimbursement. This is so that the club can keep on
top of expenses.

A player is entitled to receive physiotherapy treatment under the following conditions: 

15 minute check ins:

 Physio protocol: 



Injury Claim Procedure

Coaches' Handbook
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Report the claim immediately to the injury claims officer, Donal O’ Neill on
07513040868 or have their manager do this for them. The claim must be registered
within 60 days otherwise become invalid.

After the claim has been registered, an injury claims form is submitted on their behalf
by the club.

Payments are received retrospectively so the player will have to front original bills
personally.

Once they have a receipt of payment, this too should be sent to Donal so it can be
uploaded onto the injury claims portal on their behalf. 

Once this and other documentation is provided to the GAA claims team, the club will
be issued their refund. The player will then be contacted and preferred payment will
be agreed.

If a player is injured playing for the club during training or matches the GAA run an
insurance claim system that allows them to recover some of their costs during recovery.
This includes loss of wages if required to miss work for any amount of time due to injury.
 
This relates to most major injuries that require surgery or scans to be completed as part of
the recovery process. The system does not cover soft tissue tears such as calf or
hamstring tears (unless they require surgery). Players are no longer covered for
Physiotherapy under the scheme (only post-operative Physiotherapy is covered).
 
The system can help cover costs up to and including €4,500 with the correct
documentation. To avail of this generous scheme, the player MUST be registered as a
member of the club before the injury. This means no player should risk training without
having paid their membership as the GAA’s insurance will not cover a player who is not a
member.
 
If a player is a member and they do receive a serious injury, the following steps should be
followed:
 

 

 

 

 

 



Injury Claim Procedure

Coaches' Handbook
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Please note this process is a lengthy one, with signatures needed from players, managers
and club secretary. Depending on where the injury took place, these injuries may also
need a referee’s report and county secretary signature before going to the hospital for
further verification. This process can take anywhere between three and twelve months.
 
All players need to be aware that medical expenses are extremely costly and the club is
not in a position to cover any costs that are not covered by the players injury fund.
Transport costs for hospital appointments are also not covered by the club.
 
PLEASE ENSURE THE ABOVE GUIDELINES ARE FOLLOWED, IF NOT YOU MAY NOT
BE REIMBURSED FOR YOUR INJURY.

If the player fails to give his completed & signed medical claim form to the Club
Secretary within the 60 day limit – the club does not accept any responsibility for
medical costs incurred.
 
ALWAYS REMEMBER NO RECEIPTS – NO REFUND



killeavygames@gmail.com

For any questions
contact us.


